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A’GACI Announces Chapter 11 Restructuring Update
SAN ANTONIO, - A’GACI, LLC, a leading fashion retailer in Texas, which filed for Chapter 11 relief
on Tuesday, January 9th, will shortly begin discussions with landlords regarding 49 of its locations.
In a court filing on Tuesday, A’Gaci sought court approval to close up to 49 of its 76 operating stores, but
noted the Company’s management team and its advisors continue to evaluate whether certain of these
stores should remain open.
“The actual number of store closings will depend on our ability to work with landlords for many of our
locations to negotiate more favorable lease terms and rent reductions,” said David Won, A’Gaci’s Chief
Merchandising Officer.
Store evaluation and landlord negotiations are an important step forward in the Company’s plan to
restructure its costs. The Company and its advisors estimate that lease costs at approximately 2/3 of its
locations are unfavorably high.
“Although we are operating – like many retailers – in a challenging environment, we have excellent
employee teams in our stores, a loyal customer base and very strong relationships with our vendors. We
are especially excited about next season’s fashion which we have begun to roll out at a number of stores.
If we can meaningfully improve our rent costs, it is possible that we will keep a large number of stores
open,” said Mr. Won.
A’Gaci has been an innovator in the fast fashion apparel industry for a number of years. “By filing for
Chapter 11 and entering into negotiations with landlords, we believe we will be able to address our
overall cost structure which is not sustainable given the current retail environment. The results of this
action, combined with our strong store base and online presence, will allow A’GACI to emerge as a more
competitive player in the fashion industry” noted John Won, the Company’s Chief Executive Officer.
“We greatly appreciate our customers, our vendors and, especially, our employee family, who have
shown overwhelming support for our reorganization.”

About A'GACI: founded in San Antonio, TX, A'GACI is a lifestyle brand catering to young fashion lovers
who are sexy, feminine and confident in their style. A'GACI owns and operates 78 stores in the U.S
including 37 in Texas, and also represents a large online presence known within the fashion blogger
community as the place for value-priced, trend-right fashions. To find out more about A'GACI, please
visit www.agacistore.com.
Contact:
Brian Thompson
A'GACI, LLC
(210) 694-8670
briant@AGACIstore.com
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